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Introduction
What is QosmosTM?

Root of trust

Present scenario

QosmosTM is an Entropy as a Service (EaaS) offering that provides quantum randomnumbers as a simple
web-based service. The random numbers that QosmosTM provides is generated using quantum
processes, ensuring the highest quality of randomness that any physical process canprovide.QosmosTM
solves the entropy starvation problem of the network security layer, operating systems, embedded
systems or at the network edge, providing a seamless upgrade from computational security posture to
information provable security. The high throughput, low cost of upgradation and ease of integrationwith
the existing set up makes this a very cost-effective and simple-to-deploy solution over the existing
infrastructure.

The strength of an encryption key is tied very closely to how it is generated. This is called the “root of
trust” andmust be traceable to a trustworthy source. So, where do the encryption keys derive their root
of trust from?Tounderstand this, let us see a typical key generation process. Today, the seedgeneration
algorithms are based on mathematics. There is an algorithm which takes some random input and
provides a random output. The input is called the seed (which is a random number) and the output is
called the key. Even if we give the same random number as the input, the key output changes according
to the algorithm.
As we can see, everything boils down to the seed. If the seed is random, then the output will be random.
This means that if there is no correlation between the input random numbers, then there will not be any
correlation between the output keys. Hence, the first and most important step for key generation is a
random seed.

Key generation
algorithm

Seed Input Output100101010100010
101010101010110
101011101010101
010101010101011

Random number

Keys

Random numbers are normally generated by a reliable source. These days, Pseudo Random Number
Generator (PRNG) are generally used to generate seed for key generation which is essentially a
software-based algorithm.
There is also True Random Number Generator (TRNG), which uses hardware-based inputs to create
random values. The noises from the physical processes like avalanche noise, thermal noise, or
atmospheric noise are converted into electronic signals, and thereafter into digital signals to generate
random bits.
Network security demands a solution that offers perfect randomness at a very high throughput but is not
algorithmic in nature. QNumeets this demand for absolute randomness with its QosmosTMoffering.
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The QosmosTM service provides quantum random numbers at the highest order to integrate with
multiple applications such as web browser security, email, video conferencing, firewall, RMM,
authentication, data backup & recovery, IoT, AI, ML, scientific simulations and many more. The
QosmosTM architecture is designed to be scalable, provides load balancing, has an active-active failover,
and can be deployed on a public or private cloud.

QosmosTM

QosmosTM implemented on Zeblok AI PaaS
platform
QNu Labs has partnered with Zeblok Computational, a unique AI PaaS provider to provideMSP/MSSPs
with QosmosTM, a robust cloud service for high-quality entropy at a high throughput, which complies
with NIST recommendations. The solution uses Zeblok’s cloud native AI Platform-as-a-Service
foundational utilities to provide the API runtime to easily integrate the QosmosTM service with the
external world.
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How itWorks
To understand the access toQosmosTM, let us trace the steps the client should take to get the application
up and running.
Quantum entropy device TroposTM generates a continuous stream of random bits that are then fed to
QosmosTMwithin the foundational utilities of the SaaS layer of the Zeblok AI PaaS. Random numbers are
then generated from this quantum source and transferred to the user’s model or applications via the
QosmosTM architecture.
• Access to QosmosTM in Zeblok containerized services.
• The end applications use RESTful APIs over https protocol to access the random numbers and

integrate them into the applications for usage along with the timestamp from NTP server. The usage
of random numbers is noted in the dashboard as soon as the client requests access.

Zeblok AI PaaS
The foundational utilities on the SaaS layer of the Zeblok AI PaaS accesses random numbers from
QosmosTM and provides these to client applications. Zeblok’s AI runtime environment provides APIs that
can be easily integrated into various applications. The QosmosTM server accesses the random number
stream, which is signed, encrypted, timestamped and sent to the client application. Cloud native
architecture is scalable and can includemultiple servers.
Another important part of Zeblok AI PaaS is the dashboard. The dashboard is a GUI (Graphical User
Interface) given as part of the platform to the MSP/MSSPs. It helps manage clients, track the usage of
client, check the usage—thereby giving all kinds of usage statistics. The randomness of the numbers
along with the health of the system is continuously monitored.

Quality of random numbers
Each block of random numbers goes through NIST test suites on a continuous basis. The random
numbers are available for serving only after they have passed through the NIST security suite.

How secure are quantum random numbers?
Hacking of random numbers is possible in two ways: first by being able to guess the next sequence that
a random number generator will provide and second by tampering with the random source to make its
output predictable. In the case of QosmosTM, both these methods do not work as the randomness is
generated using a physical process that is immune to being tampered with. The random source is also
maintained in a high-security sterile environment.
Tampering of stored random numbers is also avoided by using a mutual two-way authentication with
client applications. There is no other access available to these random numbers in the QosmosTM server.

Randomness
Entropy is ameasure of the randomness or unpredictability of information that’s collected by
an operating system or application to use in generating cryptographic keys that require
random data.
Encryption keys, and especially RSA keys, are at risk of compromise when using algorithmic
random numbers. Many weak keys can efficiently be discovered and subsequently
compromised by finding reused prime factors in a large data set. When a high level of
entropy is used for key generation, the user data can be securely protected against attacks
—both in transit over the network and at rest on storage devices.

Key Features and Capabilities
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Benefits of QosmosTM
Mitigate Potential Attacks
• Message replay
• Man-in-the-Middle
• DNS Poisoning

Multicloud Deployment
Flexibility to deploy composable
foundational components of Zeblok
AI PaaSwithin theMSSP’s data center
or within third party cloud service
providers like AWS, GCP, Azure or
IBM.

Quantum-Safe
The laws of quantum physics assures
100% randomness and cannot be
predicted

Cloud Native, Scalable Architecture
Turnkey cloud nativeAI PaaSprovides
instant usability and seamless
scalability, with flexibility to enable
additional services

NIST Reference Architecture
QosmosTM uses NIST architecture to
establish a standard way of accepting
keys

Integration
QosmosTM can be easily integrated
into client architecture without any
disruption and working as an
additional layer providing the required
security

Speed
Assures high throughput required
for digital devices such as IoT,
embedded systems, cloud, 5G and
other applications

Lack of Patterns
QosmosTM provides steady supply of
new information, free of patterns that
hackers cannot predict and exploit.

Applications

The SSL handshake used in the https connection of a website will use digital certificates based
on the PKI. Now, as the whole infrastructure is moving to TLS 1.3 for more security, the master
secret key generated from client and server should be obtained from QosmosTM for higher
security. This essentially replaces the PRF (Pseudo Random Function), which generates
deterministic randomness.

Web Browser Security

The applications are transparent to random numbers required for security purposes. Any application
that uses TLS will automatically get the random numbers via QosmosTM, through the TLS library. This
way, no application needs to be changed to use QosmosTM based random numbers.

Apart fromusing a https-encrypted tunnel, emails generally use a pair of public andprivate keys
generated from the randomness of a system (key strokes, mouse movements etc.,). Instead, a
TLS encryption based on QosmosTM supported by email service providers can make the data
exchangemore secure.

Encrypted E-Mail

With video conferencing becoming a medium to share information, the security need also has
increased. The introduction of random seed from QosmosTM to generate initial authentication
keys and then using QosmosTMOTP for continuous authentication will provide added security.

Secure Video Conferencing

PKI keys like RSA are created in the firewall to allow only authenticated user into the network.
Firewalls do not typically have enough entropy to create unpredictable keys, whichmakes them
vulnerable to attacks. Integrating QosmosTM to generate the keys will increase security of
firewalls bymany folds.

Firewall Security
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The RMM software continuously collects and monitors critical data logs from servers and
desktops. QosmosTM will help in generating OTP keys for present PKI keys used for encryption
and continuous authentication for security between different data collection points.

RemoteMonitoring &Management Software

Digital signatures are a crucial part of the PKI and with the increase in demand due to digital
adoption, the randomness generated now has become deterministic. Integrating QosmosTM to
the present certificate-generation systems will increase the security and start the organization
journey towards quantum-safe security.

Digital Signatures

The learning speed of an AI or ML algorithm depends on the randomness of the data set. By
using QosmosTM random numbers, we can select random data elements from the whole set
without any bias, thereby decreasing the learning time of the algorithm.

Artificial Intelligence &Machine Learning

Data at rest andmotion are important for data backup and recovery. QosmosTM can be used for
continuous authentication for each data transfer to maintain the security in motion. Our clients
have already adopted HSM or KMS for data at rest; their security will increase when they use
QosmosTM random numbers as seed to generate the keys.

Data Backup & Recovery

QosmosTM Technical Specifications
SPECIFICATION TYPE "QOSMOSTM" ON ZEBLOK AI PAAS

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

Upto 1000Mbps conditioned entropy rate (Throughput)

NIST Reference Architecture, test Compliance

*SP 800-22 is "Recommendation for the Entropy Sources Used for RandomBit
Generation"

Installable as a full VM or a Linux service

USAGE

Output Interface - Ethernet (IP)

RandomNumber Format - Binary, Integer, Decimal, Hexadecimal, Basae64, Float

User authentication - one time registration, to generate API-key and Salt

Access Control - Role based, rate controlled per user

Max Simultaneous clients - 1000

INTEGRATION METHOD
RESTful API over HTTPS

Dashboard for users, for usage and statistical checks and healthmonitoring

LIMITS Rate control, per user
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FEATURE NAME DESCRIPTION

Cloud Native Architecture Container based AI PlatformComposable Foundational Components for Rapid
deployment.

AI-WorkStation, AI-HPC
Workstation

Familiar open source Data science frameworks at your finger tips: Jupyter Notebooks,
PySpark, TensorFlow.

Leverage extensive deep learning frameworks of your choice - including Pandas, Numpy,
Keras, TensorFlow, Pytorch, Torch, Scikit-learn.

Turnkey GPU orchestration Supports AI-workload orchestration for single of hundreds of Nvidia GPUs

AI-DataLake Accelerated DataManagement, Data Engineering and AI Pipelines

Zeblok Computational
Application

Centralized Dashboard for controlling the entire environment, to define roles & access
control, Spawn and Stop Notebooks, Build new infrastructure plans, meter usage of
Notebook resources andmonitor the health of Zeblok's AI Platform components.

Zeblok IntelligenceMarketplace Carefully selected. Rigorously Tested. Enterprise Ready. Original algorithms for datascientists to read, use and share

ZeblokMulti-CloudManager for
IBMCloud Seamlessly login to IBM cloud development environment.

ZeblokMulti-CloudManager for
AWSCloud Seamlessly login to AWS cloud development environment.

Zeblok AI PaaS Features

About Us

QNu Labs is a leader in quantum-safe cryptography
products and solutions, offering unconditional and
forward security of data on the internet and cloud. QNu
Labs provides quantum random number generator,
quantum key generation, quantum key distribution and
management solutions across all industry verticals
globally for which the highest level of data security is
business-critical.

QNu Labs solutions also ensure that customers
upgrade their legacy crypto infrastructure to quantum-
safe crypto without any disruption in their business and
achieve ‘Faster Time to Value’.

Zeblok has created an innovative, decentralized,
scale-as-you-go, cloud-native Artificial Intelligence
Platform-as-a-Service (AI PaaS), by providing
composable foundational components, specializing
in AI-HPC orchestration and an AI algorithm
marketplace, which delivers a single unified pre-
configured environment, with familiar frameworks
and a growing library of curated AI algorithms,
enabling enterprises of all sizes to build AI models
and integrate them into mission-critical business
processes fromCore to Edge.

Zeblok Computational Inc.QNu Labs Inc.

OneMifflin Place, Suite 400,
Cambridge, MA 02138 USA
E-Mail: info@qnulabs.com

qnulabs.com

Zeblok Computational Inc.
1500 Stony Brook Road,
Stony Brook, NY 11984

computational.zeblok.com


